February 18, 2005
The Technical Challenges to Accurately Valuing Employee Stock Options1
Overview
The Securities and Exchange Commission has stated that it is considering issuing
guidance regarding the implementation of FASB’s revised Statement 123, which requires
firms to use fair value accounting to expense employee stock options. This Panel urges
the SEC to give due consideration to the serious technical obstacles and valuation
inconsistencies created by Statement 123 (r) and delay implementation until these
problems have been resolved.
In the Panel’s view, the public interest requires that shareholders and potential
shareholders have the best possible information regarding the impact of the issuance of
employee stock options on the value of the firm and its outstanding shares. In light of the
issues that our Panel has studied in its review of Statement 123 (r), we believe that the
proposed approach will likely diminish the quality of information available to
shareholders.
Moreover, the decision to move the imprecise valuation of employee stock
options out of the footnotes of the financial statements and into the balance sheet and
income statement implies that employee stock options will be a net cost to the firm and
that this cost can be measured precisely and reliably. As this report makes clear, this
Panel disagrees with this premise, especially regarding the calculation methods suggested
by Statement 123 (r).
Background
FASB Statement 123 (r) strongly points to Black-Scholes and binomial (or lattice)
type models as the methods to calculate the value of an employee stock option that will
satisfy FASB’s requirements. Yet, existing finance and economic literature suggest that
the Black-Scholes method has serious deficiencies with regard to the value of the options
being issued. FASB implicitly recognizes this by suggesting the use of binomial or
lattice models. While these models allow a richer form of analysis, they do so only by
creating a wide range of discretion regarding assumptions to be used in the calculation.
Black-Scholes, by contrast, is limiting because it makes a well-defined set of assumptions
that happen not to be applicable to the particular options under consideration. But, the
discretion of binomial or lattice type models opens firms up to potential liability if the set
of assumptions used in valuing the options turn out, ex post, not to be born out by the
actual unfolding of events, thus allowing the assumptions to be challenged as unrealistic
and amounting to earnings manipulation or fraud.2 The firm and its shareholders are thus
placed in an almost impossible situation of either having to use a model which is known
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to be wrong, or select one which could hypothetically be more appropriate, but might also
expose the firm to legal liability.
The Black-Scholes model of stock options represented a revolution in the way the
value of freely-traded options was perceived. The path-breaking insight of these models
was that an option’s value could be calculated by observing the cost of a portfolio that
represented the mirror-image of the option. Typically this involved some combination of
a position in the underlying security and in a risk free bond. The creation and valuation
of such a mirror-image portfolio required that the relevant instruments were traded in
deep and liquid markets and therefore that the valuation and trading of the option could
be done independently of the valuation and trading of the underlying security. Moreover,
to make the model tractable and thus usable by financial market participants, certain
simplifying assumptions were made about the likely future behavior of the price of the
underlying security.
These assumptions gave Black-Scholes a wide applicability in the field of
publicly traded options. Market participants were able to trade these freely in highly
liquid markets and generally held options for a relatively short period of time. This
minimized the limitations of Black-Scholes. Of course, the private market participants
themselves bore the risk in using any simplifying assumptions in their trading strategies.
This is clearly not the case when the company itself, with the imprimatur of both FASB
and the SEC, uses the same model to calculate a value that is provided to the public at
large.3
Current applications of binomial and lattice models, being theoretically based on
Black-Scholes, suffer from most of these same problems. In addition, these models allow
the user discretion with a number of parameter values. The range of option value
estimates that can be derived from plausible parameter values is enormous, thus casting
doubt on the quality of earnings reports that will be based on these models. A review of
the literature indicates that these shortcomings to the FASB approach fall into five broad
classes: (1) assumption of option independence from the underlying security value; (2)
risk neutrality; (3) parameter uncertainty; (4) mathematical assumptions regarding the
distribution of returns and changes in their volatility over time; and (5) tax laws and other
rules.
1) Independence
The Black-Scholes model was created to value publicly traded options that were
created in a secondary market independent of the underlying firm and its security. In
essence, these options were “side bets” on the value of the underlying security. The
exercise of the options would have no effect on the underlying security’s value. Exercise
of the options would simply mean the transfer of ownership of some of the existing
security from one owner to another.
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This is not the case for the employee stock options for which the Black-Scholes
model is now being considered. The exercise of these options does not mean simply the
transfer of ownership of the underlying security, but the dilutive addition of new and
additional units of the underlying security to the market by the firm. This violates the
assumptions that underpin the Black-Scholes model making it inappropriate for the
calculation of the value of the options.
Consider this problem of independence at its most basic level. The company
issues some options on a given day. FASB’s recommended framework would value the
option based in part on the price of the security that day. But, the market would be
unaware on that day that the options were being issued. The issuance was therefore not
in the price. One could assume that the issuance of the options would have no effect on
the price. In that case, the issuance of the option was not material information for the
market. If that were so, then the whole exercise of valuing the option for shareholders
would be a frivolous exercise. Alternatively, one could assume that the information was
material, in which case the Black-Scholes and lattice models would require using a
market price known to be incorrect when valuing the option.
This is not just a theoretical problem. According to most of the theoretical and
empirical literature on employee stock options, stock prices should, and do, rise when the
decision to grant the options becomes known.4 In other words, although the decision to
offer new shares to employees at potentially below-market prices in the future entails a
gross dilution cost to shareholders, the literature shows that the employee incentive
effects, and other potential beneficial effects of granting the options, on average creates
value for preexisting shareholders in excess of the gross dilution cost. Because stock
prices are demonstrably affected by the decision to grant options, it is inappropriate to
assume for purposes of valuing the options the reverse, as the methods suggested by
FASB all do.
This problem is particularly applicable to employee stock options and is not the
case for other types of options for which Black-Scholes was created. A crucial point here
is that FASB is focusing on gross costs without taking into account the amount that
preexisting stockholders gain from the granting of employee stock options. Even if one
wanted to focus only on the gross (rather than net) cost of granting the options, the
application of existing option pricing models would not be an appropriate way to
calculate that gross cost.
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This criticism also applies to the more general case of binomial or lattice type
option valuation models. They presume the independence of the price of the underlying
security from the issuance of the option. Thus, none of the alternatives offered in FASB
123 (r) solve this problem.
2) Risk Neutrality
A second key assumption of Black-Scholes type models, including as a practical
matter binomial and lattice models, is the ability to create a synthetic mirror-image of the
option in a low cost and risk-neutral manner. It is assumed the value of the option can be
calculated using the ability to arbitrage between the option and these alternative securities
that, in combination, replicate the option. As a practical matter, this presupposes the
existence of liquid and deep markets for those other instruments. It also presupposes that
the economics of the option can be replicated using other instruments and that there are
no restrictions against hedging the underlying exposure. By definition, arbitrage is based
on risk neutrality, or stated differently, that all of the risks involved in one security also
exist in the alternative set of securities, and that no new set of risks is introduced. If these
conditions do not exist, then the arbitrage process used by Black-Scholes cannot be used
to replicate the option in a risk neutral manner. This was key to the path-breaking
assumption by Black and Scholes that the price of the option could be determined
independently from assumptions of the future price movement of the underlying security.
Without this the Black-Scholes model will not work.
The options for which the FASB is now considering using the Black-Scholes
model for calculation purposes are not tradable or hedgable by employees and therefore
do not possess this principle of risk neutrality. The violations of this principle are
numerous. First, there is no market for the options themselves, and this is true by
construction (the incentive benefits of granting employee stock options depend on the
option being attached to the employee). 5
Second, the risks associated with payoffs from holding the options generally
cannot be replicated using instruments for which deep and liquid markets now exist. For
example, the value of the options depends on exercise behavior of the employees, and the
uncertainty about their behavior cannot be hedged in the marketplace. The decision to
exercise (after being permitted to do so by the vesting of the options) depends on
unobservable characteristics of employees (e.g., their degrees of risk aversion, their
retirement preferences, their desires to relocate to another firm), which are not known,
much less priced in the market. 6
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Third, the principle of arbitrage that underpins Black-Scholes modeling of option
value presupposes that the agents buying the options are free to create and trade the
synthetic set of securities that replicate the option. But, employees who receive stock
options typically are not. Insider trading rules and the restrictions on the options would
limit the ability to freely trade the securities in question. They cannot sell the option or
write calls on it. The employees cannot short the underlying security. They cannot trade
the underlying security on many days due to the release of other material information by
the firm. Thus, the employees receiving the options cannot arbitrage in the way that
Black and Scholes assume they could.7
It is important to emphasize that we are not merely pointing out the well-known
fact that the violation of risk neutrality implies that the value of illiquid and unhedgable
employee stock options to employees is extremely difficult to determine (because it
depends on the employee’s preferences). Rather, we are pointing out that the failure of
risk neutrality makes the gross dilution cost to preexisting shareholders of the firm
extremely difficult to determine. It is this gross dilution cost that FASB is implicitly
trying to estimate and impute as a compensation expense to the firm. Absent risk
neutrality, the exercise behavior of employees will be idiosyncratic and unpredictable,
and the exercise behavior of employees (the decision of when to exercise the option) is a
key factor in the gross dilution cost and therefore the implicit compensation value of
granting the option.
FASB in its ruling admits that “the inability to sell or hedge an employee share
option effectively reduces the option’s value.” However, FASB argues that by requiring
the fair value of an option to be based on its expected term, rather than contractual term,
the problem is remedied. The literature does not support this conclusion.8 Unless one can
know the preferences of employees, one cannot gauge their exercise behavior, and
therefore, one cannot place a reliable value on the gross dilution cost of granting options
to them.
3) Parameter Uncertainty
Some proponents of the FASB approach might counter that this risk-neutrality
problem can be modeled by the proposed alternative means of estimating the exercise
adjustments needs to based on specific company data such as stock price appreciation and distribution of
option grants among employees.” (p. 7).
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behavior of employees using binomial and lattice models. It is true that the motivation
for binomial and lattice models is that they afford researchers the opportunity to layer
over the Black-Scholes framework additional model features, which in principle, could
allow idiosyncratic employee behavior to be modeled. Such models could permit
researchers to impute estimates of the cost of illiquidity and other constraints, and trace
their effects on employees’ exercise behavior.
There is, however, significant
disagreement in the literature concerning appropriate methods in this setting. For
example, these estimates often use specific parametric assumptions concerning utility
functions to determine the effects of vesting and blackout dates on employees’ exercise
behavior. The functional form chosen and the utility function parameters chosen both
significantly affect results. However, the empirical literature often provides little or no
guidance concerning these key parameters. 9
In addition, it is crucial that valuation analysts be able to specify a “reasonable”
range of a wide variety of parameters. An accurate assessment of this range requires
knowledge of the entire joint distribution of the relevant parameters. This presents a
difficult challenge to the analyst because the parameters in question are highly unlikely to
be independently distributed. For example, risk-loving individuals might tend to
purchase riskier stocks, or work for riskier firms, or do both. This makes the assumption
of independent distribution intuitively implausible and illustrates how all of the
parameters could take on extreme values. The joint distribution then can only be
calculated if the analyst estimates the parameters of the relevant model simultaneously.
But such estimation is extremely difficult generally and particularly difficult given the
limited data available. Such an analysis would provide highly uncertain valuations.
4) Mathematical Assumptions Regarding the Distribution of Returns and Changes
in Their Volatility over Time
As noted above, the theoretical insights by Black and Scholes on the valuation of
options required some simplifying assumptions in order to make the formulae
mathematically tractable and therefore usable and testable in the real world. A key
assumption is that the returns on the underlying stock on which the options are written
are generated by a continuous time random walk (known as geometric Brownian motion).
This simplifying assumption is needed mathematically if one intends to create an explicit
closed form expression for the value of a given option at the time it is granted, even
abstracting from the aforementioned measurement problems.
The empirical finance literature, however, has uncovered a number of empirical
regularities that are at odds with the basic Black-Scholes setup. In addition, binomial and
9
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lattice calculations performed to date rely on return assumptions that are similarly at odds
with the literature. There are a number of problems that result.
First, Black-Scholes assumes a constant volatility of returns at all dates and all
prices. Empirical evidence suggests that share prices often experience periods of high
volatility followed by periods of low volatility. A number of econometric models of
increasing levels of generality have been proposed that allow econometricians to identify
the data generating process that is consistent with observed time-varying volatility.
However, there are myriad different such models, and estimates often are sensitive to
arbitrary specification factors such as lag lengths and sample periods.10
This literature is still in flux, and more importantly, virtually nothing has been
written about how to estimate the volatility of individual stocks at different points in time
(rather than overall market indices). There is simply no usable empirical framework for
reliably estimating stock market volatility changes of individual stocks. Unlike broad
indices, individual firms go through a life cycle which intuitively suggests an evolving
volatility. Given the importance of shifts in volatility over time for any option valuation,
the absence of an empirical framework for volatility estimation is a significant problem.11
Second, systematic differences across firms can be important for predicting longterm volatility using past data. But existing models do not even consider how firms at
different stages of their life cycle might differ with respect to trends and predictability of
stock volatility. Black-Scholes assumes that the historic volatility of an underlying
security will persist into the future. This assumption particularly penalizes young firms
by assuming that their (high) post-IPO volatility will persist into the indefinite future. By
and large, incentive stock options are disproportionately used by newer, faster growing
companies. It is intuitively likely that the volatility of the performance of the securities
of this type of firm will decrease as the firm matures. Thus, even if one were able to
estimate an econometric model with great precision using past data movements, such a
model may not be informative about future movements.
Third, econometricians have found that share prices exhibit mean reversion at low
frequencies.12 This observation implies that long-term options values based on the
10
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random walk assumption might significantly overstate the value of options, since the
possible range of future prices consistent with a mean reverting process is much smaller
than the possible range consistent with a random walk. Moreover, long-term mean
reversion and time-varying volatility are not the only nonlinear properties apparent in
share price data. The frontier of the empirical finance literature is moving toward
nonlinear models of ever greater generality, and finding significant gains for these
advances.13 Given the lack of consensus in this literature, however, it is safe to say that
there is no single empirical approach to the identification of the underlying data
generating process that is widely accepted. There are countless approaches, each with its
own plusses and minuses.
This Panel believes that there is nothing wrong with the use of simplifying
assumptions to provide mathematical tractability where it is required. Private market
participants can and do use such calculations. They make implicit cost-benefit
calculations that trade off the potential inaccuracy of the assumption with the need to get
an estimate of the value of an option. They bear the cost of any inaccuracy.14 But,
providing information to the market about the potential impact of stock options being
granted to employees does not require the computation of a precise figure ex ante. The
impact of such options on dilution of share price depends crucially on the actual future
course of the price of the underlying security. Providing an illustrative array of such
calculations provides far better information to the market than does a precise calculation
of a single value for an option. This is particularly true when the option value can only
be derived by using a set of simplifying assumptions that may or may not reflect the
has been expanded and replicated since. However, Kim, M., Nelson, C., and Starz, R., 1988, “Mean
Reversion in Stock Prices? A Reappraisal of the Empirical Evidence,” Technical Report 2795, NBER,
show that this reversion is highly sensitive to time horizon chosen. This sensitivity of findings is the
natural result of having a low number of observations for 10 or 20 year returns. This problem will be
especially severe at the firm level. Another key factor will be the extent to which longer-run price
behavior deviates from a random walk. To fully assess questions concerning long-run behavior,
researchers require data for many years. For a 10-year old firm, there really is only one observation
concerning the 10-year frequency, yet the presence or lack thereof of mean reversion at that frequency may
be a determinant of option value.
13
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likely set of returns and volatility of the company in question. Given the imprecision, the
most appropriate place for the information to be provided is in a footnote to the financial
report, in keeping with long-standing accounting practice, until better models can be
developed and tested.
The problem of the data generating process is the area where the gap between
existing practice and empirical consensus is perhaps the largest.15 Among the many
candidate models there are some that empirical finance specialists believe on balance
might be reasonable characterizations of the data and there are other approaches that have
been resoundingly rejected such as geometric Brownian motion. Yet, FASB rules in
support of models that rely upon data generating processes that have been rejected by the
literature.
Even if one were to move beyond the Brownian motion assumption to more
general and nonlinear data generating processes, one would have to pick among many
candidates. The literature to date has not provided researchers with a universally
accepted method for making this choice, but there are clear indications that the model
choice will vary significantly across firms. This produces a variety of problems. First,
the information provided to shareholders will be of diminished value because it is not
comparable across firms. Thus, the reported earnings of two identical firms might vary
significantly. Second, even the most reasonable choice of empirical model ex ante might
not prove to have been the most appropriate ex post. This opens the firm to possible
liability over a highly technical matter about which the finance profession disagrees.
This is unlikely to be in the shareholders’ interest.
The FASB seems to have acquired faith that in-sample calculations of option
value will provide a precise guide to out-of-sample realized dilution costs and therefore
implied compensation values. We are unaware of any studies that have found that such
faith is justified at the firm level. Absent such studies, moving toward expensing using
formulae with serious known flaws is a shot in the dark.
5) Tax Laws and Other Institutional Factors
The Black-Scholes model of option valuation made a number of simplifying
assumptions about the institutional framework in which options are traded that facilitated
the use of the analysis. Key among these simplifying assumptions is the tax treatment of
options. The Black-Scholes model neglects the impact of taxes. In the case of exchange
traded options this makes some intuitive sense. Both the buyer and the seller of options
face similar tax consequences, and the tax consequences facing option traders are similar
to the tax consequences of selling the synthetic portfolio that replicates the option. This
is not necessarily the case for employee stock options. Tax consequences are yet another
influence on employee exercise behavior which must be taken into account, and
estimating the effects of those tax consequences would, as before, depend on the
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interactions among individual employees’ preferences and their individual tax
circumstances.
Since the question of how tax treatment affects the exercise of options has not
been examined in detail in the existing literature it is hard to know how important it may
be. But, intuitively these effects could be sizeable. This is particularly true when one
considers the details of the tax treatment with respect to options. Qualified stock options
receive a different tax treatment from non-qualified ones. Qualified options are not taxed
when the employee exercises them, but the employee pays capital gains tax when the
stock is eventually sold. For qualified options, the firm cannot deduct the gain as a
compensation expense. Non-qualified options produce an immediate tax liability of the
spread between the market and exercise prices, and a deduction of the same amount for
the employer. Moreover, some companies grant a significant number of options to
international employees in various geographic regions that have different tax laws on
stock options. Theoretically, the fact that very different sets of tax consequences can
exist without the tax consequence being incorporated into the model of option valuation
shows the limitation of these models.
In addition, the effects of tax policy on the underlying value of firms, and hence
on the value of employee stock options, are themselves unpredictable (since tax policy
changes), and this may add significant uncertainty to the valuation of options, and the
effects of such uncertainty may vary systematically across firms. There are important and
widely accepted interactions between tax parameters and those required by Black-Scholes
and binomial models. The importance of these differences is clear from recent
experience.
Under the “old view” of dividend taxation, dividend tax changes do not affect the
value of the firm, whereas under the “new view” of dividend taxation, dividend taxes are
capitalized into the value of the firm. The most recent empirical literature suggests that
there is significant heterogeneity in U.S. equity markets with approximately half of firms
experiencing large share price movements coincident to changes in dividend tax policy.16
Accordingly, during periods when the probability of tax law change is volatile,
one might expect that share prices for some identifiable firms will be much more volatile
than for others. During the 2004 election, for example, preliminary evidence suggests
that many “new view” firms saw their share values swing wildly in response to Senator
Kerry’s prospects given his support for repeal of the favorable tax treatment of
dividends.17 A naïve application of the Black-Scholes or binomial model would impute
an excessively high value for options at this moment, since the resolution of the election
eliminates the probability that a President Kerry might repeal the dividend tax reductions.
16
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For about half of firms, volatility information drawn from the election period will be
misleading concerning future volatility.
Conclusion
The above discussion makes clear that the assumptions that underlie BlackScholes type models are not appropriate to valuing employee stock options. In principle,
one can conceive of an approach to employee option valuation that would eventually take
account of many or all of the above problems, and that might lead to estimates that could
be considered reasonable. The lattice type framework could in concept be amended to
incorporate a quite general data generating process and tax factors, for example.
However, such a model is likely to be years away, even when applied to options for
aggregate stock indices, and certainly has not been demonstrated to be useful out-ofsample at the present time. Moreover, even if such a model existed, it is unlikely that
researchers would have access to the data needed to estimate the joint distribution of the
relevant parameters necessary to put reasonable bounds on value estimates.
These technical problems do not prevent mandating increased disclosure of
information about employee stock options. In fact, some of the policies supported by
individual members of this panel include requiring:
•
•
•
•
•

Information on the planned option pool and how it will be distributed.
Information on early exercise behavior.
Information on how many employees choose to sell upon exercise.
Scenarios for estimates of the dilution and cash flow effects at different assumed
share prices in the future.
A forecast of the number of shares that will likely be created by grants of
employee stock options and the costs of those future share offerings (spread on
exercise), which could be incorporated into a forecasted EPS that could be
updated over time.

Unfortunately, if the FASB rule is adopted as is, firms may find themselves in the
position to report estimates based on Black-Scholes or binomial models that are known to
be inaccurate, or to attempt to provide a more accurate read on their option values by
moving toward a more modern and general framework through the hiring of expensive
consultants with proprietary mathematical models and untested experience in the field.
Absent specific guidance, however, firms will find themselves making an enormous array
of decisions. Each of these decisions will entail a disputable judgment, not a reliable
estimate. A recent article suggests that this may set off a blizzard of new lawsuits.18 This
Panel believes that would do a grave disservice to shareholders.
We urge the Securities and Exchange Commission to fully consider the
magnitude of the issues surrounding the implementation of FASB 123 (r). The public is
18
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not served by requiring the reporting of highly imprecise calculations under the guise of
precision.

Hon. Lawrence B. Lindsey, Ph.D., Chair

Prof. Charles W. Calomiris, Ph.D.

Kevin A. Hassett, Ph.D.

Hon. Randall S. Kroszner, Ph.D.
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